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Quote from True Father Cheong Pyung at Leaders meeting/19th Feb. 2002
"You must understand that you are the "Unification Warriors", that are responsible for organizing
The liberation of the people and building the Heavenly Kingdom on Earth and in Heaven.
You should be serious about achieving things. You cannot sleep comfortably…..
Think of yourselves as champions, mobilizing soldiers out to the world….as the royal people of the
Heavenly Nation.
You are the Warriors to establish that Heavenly Nation.
Based on 12 Sadoo realms (sa= priest doo = head) the Heavenly Nation can be established.
Have 12 Blessed couples in one Sadoo realm.
You think things are difficult. That's why they are difficult.
If you think they are simple, then they are simple.
You can digest a Nation in an instant, if you can organize your tribes based on the Blessing foundation I
have built. (36 Couples,,72 couples,120 couples …….up to 400 mill. Couples).
We are in an inter-religious and international era, there is nothing you should be hesitant about.
You have already inherited all the conditions"
Isaiah 14:12-15
I find the term Warriors very fitting to describe the Spirit we need to have at this time. We are in a final
show down between good and evil, obviously. If we consider all the resent attacks, it is clear that unless
we put on the 'Heavenly Armor' which is God's Truth passed on to us through True Father and God's
Love we have inherited from true Parents, there is no way we can survive this last battle. Because it is
going to be even more vicious, beyond any of your imagination! We cannot afford to be 'asleep' or naïve,
if we are to win this final 'show down'. True Parents are our Commanders in Chief. (in Spirit world and
Earthly world).
True Fathers final words to us, as declared in True Mothers speech on 17th Sep., clearly point out again
that Tribal restoration is the only way to achieve substantial victory for God.
Our Tribes our Families, are the very "Frontlines" where we need to win the battle. We need to restore
and bless our Tribes. Our Families and Relatives. Blessing and Hoon Dok Hae tradition is the way to
achieve this.
Even the evil side may attack and make big noise like a barking dog, we should not be deterred and focus
to fulfill our mandate. You are anointed "Warriors" as Central Blessed Families. Aju

